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What is RISC-V?

New CPU architecture spawned by UC Berkeley

Original purpose was as a teaching language

A descendant of the original RISC architectures

Whence came MIPS as well, the previous teaching language

Fixed some antiquated design decisions

No branch delay slots

Explicitly open-source, libre, patent-free ISA.

Extensible

Specifications for various ISA extensions modular, base ISA is tiny

A lot of hype and gaining corporate support

Potential uses range from embedded to general purpose (one can hope!)
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- cold init initially took about 30 minutes.
- warm load added another half hour.
- don’t get me started on the test suite.

Turns out this porting effort was very premature.
- no GDB 😞
- broken kernel 🙁
- Real Linux-capable SiFive board: $1000+ 😱
  - If I were in the EECS department, maybe more luck.
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  It helps that RV32 and RV64 were designed at the same time.
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VOPs are the translators ("templates") that turn backend independent "virtual machine" instructions into native code. Read every backend's version for inspiration on how to do it best. A good way to understand what the IR2 instructions do in the first place.

MIPS is architecturally close to RISC-V.
ARM64 and x86-64 have the cool new optimizations.
PPC somewhere between MIPS and ARM.

Mostly blindly copy and hope it works. The calling convention VOPs are the most design-heavy for a new CPU and least amenable to cargo culting. Good opportunity to use the ISA to its fullest extent.

Try and microoptimize every VOP. It's quite satisfying to shave off a few bytes here and there. Dealing with some 64-bit differences in object layout and tagging extremely annoying.
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- `call_into_lisp` and `call_into_c`, usually part of a `.S` file.
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  - Have full power of Lisp to generate assembly.
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I had no GDB. Write out trace files and manually disassemble cores, step through the instructions manually like it's 1962. Hope you didn't smash the stack too hard and corrupt LDB so you can at least read out the registers at crash time. It gets better once you get a Lisp debugger.
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  - Write out trace files and manually disassemble cores, step through the instructions manually like it’s 1962.
  - Hope you didn’t smash the stack too hard and corrupt LDB so you can at least read out the registers at crash time.

It gets better once you get a Lisp debugger.
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C extension

Potential for big space savings.

Unclear what the right way to codegen this is.

Have instruction emitters choose C-insts AND/OR...

Write versions of VOPs using C-insts.

Alien callbacks

Better DX handling

Debugger stuffs

Single stepping

Native threading

Need to understand the RISC-V concurrency model.

Need to settle on a synchronization method.

AFAICT these specs are still in flux anyway.

Jump tables!

Leverage Douglas Katzman and Stas Boukarev’s efforts on some new IR2 machinery in the backend.

Includes peephole optimizations and case dispatch =] jump table work.

Currently mainly exploited on x86oids and a bit on PPC
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